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NEW PACE TO
DEFEAT DEMENTIA

A DIAGNOSIS
OF DEMENTIA
CHANGES A PERSON’S
LIFE FOREVER
BUT ITS IMPACT DOESN’T STOP THERE
I know first-hand the devastation that
dementia brings to entire families when
they realise there is currently no cure.
Helen, my beloved wife of 56 years,
was my stopwatch. The love of my life
and a razor-sharp mind that timed my
laps to the millisecond with unfaltering
accuracy, around all the tracks during
my racing career. She was a revered
figure on the F1 circuit.
Four years ago, she was diagnosed
with frontotemporal dementia. Today,
Helen’s short-term memory has been
destroyed and dementia is taking hold
of her mind and body. This terrible
condition is devastating Helen and our
family.
I am determined to break new ground
for the millions of people like Helen
living with dementia around the world.
Race Against Dementia is a global
charity that I have created to fund

pioneering research into the prevention
and cure of dementia. And we are
getting started in earnest.
Huge advances have been made in the
quest to understand the human brain
and scientists today know more about
the condition than ever before. Now
we must conquer it. In my world of
motorsport I have seen extraordinary
innovations that have both driven
performance beyond what we thought
possible, as well as saving lives through
a revolution in safety technology.
Driving breakthroughs in dementia is
one of the biggest challenges we’ve ever
faced. But my vision is that by thinking
out of the box and finding new ways
of doing things, we can enable human
ingenuity to find a solution that will
help millions of people to live without
dementia.
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History has shown that
challenging the status quo
can bring bold solutions to
many problems in the world.

Our commitment will do exactly
that, with your support. Race Against
Dementia applies the spirit of Formula
1 to dementia research: determination,
focus, courage and success. We distil
this spirit into our efforts, to find new
ways of innovating and to achieve
breakthrough results with pace.
Race Against Dementia works with
some of the world’s leading dementia
research organisations. With their expert
scientific guidance, we seek out and
fund the most innovative and advanced
research. We are a catalyst for change,
uniting the best minds globally across
the fields of science and technology.

We will challenge them to tackle the
diseases behind dementia from a new
angle. By funding new approaches to a
health crisis that now affects 50 million
people around the world, we want to
go beyond what has currently been
achieved in research. Your donation will
help set a bold new vision for research
that will beat this devastating illness.
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A NEW WAY OF THINKING

Grand Prix racing thrives on
innovation, skill and passion. It has
seen some of the fastest technological
change of any business, industry or
sport in the world.

In every facet of performance
technology, F1 never takes steps forward
where leaps are possible. In 1967 when
Jim Clark pitted in Monza for tyres,
his fast moving team clocked just over
a minute for a single tyre change. But
with races won or lost on the splitsecond deficits in the pit, the impetus to
improve was marked. In 1987, Brabham
changed all four tyres in less than five
seconds, and by 2016 the 2-second
barrier had been broken.

Every race presents a momentous
challenge that must be executed with
precision and intelligence by a large
and diverse team. And these values
will deliver results in the laboratory as
they have on the track. Race Against
Dementia will bring the dynamic
attitude, dedication and agility of Grand
Prix teamwork to dementia research.

THE STOPWATCH IS
TICKING BUT WE ARE
DETERMINED TO WIN
THE RACE. FAILURE IS
NOT AN OPTION.
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THE RACE IS ON

A NEW
GENERATION
OF SCIENTISTS

The race against dementia has
begun, and the charity – working
in collaboration with our partners
Alzheimer’s Research UK – has
launched its first major international
programme: funding a brilliant new
generation of scientists who will
spearhead the search for breakthroughs,
backed by the world-leading institutions
and infrastructure.

As well as giving these men and women
the resources they need to bring their
ideas to life, we’ll also inspire them with
Formula 1 acumen, which will see them
mentored by leading teams from F1,
including Red Bull and McLaren . The
sparks these collaborations create will
drive faster progress and even fresher
and bigger thinking to deliver lifechanging progress.

Our Race Against Dementia
Fellowships will fund early career
scientists, who we’ll support for up to
five years in challenging and answering
the biggest questions in dementia
research.

We’ll enable these scientists to
collaborate with the best research teams
and mentors around the world, to
develop their ideas into breakthrough
innovations and establish them as the
dementia research leaders of tomorrow.

“I AM NOW FACING THE
BIGGEST CHALLENGE OF MY
LIFE. BUT I AM COMMITTED
TO FIND A CURE FOR THIS
HORRENDOUS ILLNESS DURING
MY LIFETIME, THROUGH
ENABLING THE EFFORTS
OF AN EXCEPTIONAL NEW
GENERATION OF SCIENTISTS,
SUPPORTED BY INFLUENTIAL
TRUSTEES AND WORLDLEADING ADVISORS.”
Sir Jackie Stewart OBE

If you share our vision,
please donate at
www.raceagainstdementia.com
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